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Affordable Art Fair returns with a bigger space and a
tightly curated list of 81 galleries, 14 of which are first-
timers.

Fair director Alan Koh says the curation is done by a
committee “made up of industry partners and our
team members from the global fair teams”. 

He adds: “We review the artist’s practical training,
education or mentors if they’re self-taught. For galler-
ies, we look at their background and how many exhi-
bitions they’ve done.”

Spread over 1,887 sq m, 2023’s 14th edition is slightly
bigger than 2022’s 1,750 sq m and 80 galleries. 

“We have more space, so each gallery can have a
bigger table. With that, you also get a better presenta-
tion,” says Mr Koh, 40.

Taking place at the F1 Pit Building from Nov 10 to 12,
the three-day art fair is an entry point for patrons
looking to buy their first art pieces from up-and-
coming and established galleries and artists.

Mr Koh says: “36 per cent of our galleries are local
and 64 per cent are international. I would say about 80
per cent are from Asia and 20 per cent are from the
rest of the world.”

Singapore and Hong Kong have the most newcomer
galleries, at six and four respectively.

Since the art fair began in Singapore 13 years ago, six
galleries – Gnani Arts, Astrid Dahl Studio Gallery,
Bruno Art Gallery, Quantum Contemporary Art,
Redsea Gallery and Utterly Art – have participated in
every edition, save for in 2020 and 2021 when the fair
was cancelled due to Covid-19 restrictions.

“If we have 100 galleries, which we had in 2013, it’s
great for revenue because we’re like landlords renting
out space. But we need to make sure these galleries
and artists do well too. In order to do that, we curated
81 galleries to see what the market’s reaction is,” says
Mr Koh. 

The upcoming fair may also be a good time to buy
big-ticket items such as art, ahead of the goods and
services tax (GST) hike from 8 to 9 per cent on Jan 1.

However, Mr Koh is not worried about patrons tight-
ening their purse strings after the GST hike.

“We are doing our best to bring in new visitors who
are buying their first piece of art with us. There have
been influxes of expats as well, but we still want our
returning visitors to support these galleries. As long as
we maintain the strategy of keeping the galleries
fresh, I think we will see a constant appetite for
buying art,” he says.

As the name implies, the fair focuses on bringing in
galleries and art collectives to sell their works at an
affordable price – 75 per cent of the artworks are
priced under $7,500, while the remaining pieces are
capped at $15,000. 

Mr Koh says: “People have the misconception that
art is very expensive, but real prices of $2,000 is
something we can afford. The fair breaks the barrier
of asking questions.”

A variety of art forms will be available, such as
sculptures, photography, paintings and limited-
edition prints. One artist to look out for is Singaporean
sculptor Victor Tan, who is blind.

Galleries of note include Singapore’s newly opened
Whitestone Gallery, Australian gallery Sarah Birtles
and Chinese gallery Cospace.

Home-grown art education company Art Wonder-
land, known for its family-friendly programmes, will
conduct role-playing and self-exploration activities
for children using puppets and lights. The creative
workshop is free, while the mini theatre show is $15.

Visual Arts Centre, the fair’s education partner, will
run complimentary and paid workshops for painting
and design, and donate the proceeds to official charity
partner Singapore Cancer Society. Paid workshop
prices begin at $35.

Affordable Art Fair began in London in 1999 and
arrived in Singapore in 2010. This is one of 10 inter-
national locations, and two more fairs in Shanghai and
Berlin are in the pipeline.

In 2022, the Singapore edition attracted 15,000 vis-
itors and enjoyed $4.5 million in sales, a unicorn year
marking the fair’s return after the Covid-19 pandemic.

Affordable Art Fair returns for its 14th year, bringing back galleries which have
participated since the beginning and new galleries from around the world.
PHOTO: AFFORDABLE ART FAIR

Affordable Art Fair
returns with 14
first-time galleries 
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AFFORDABLE ART FAIR
.................................................................................
WHERE F1 Pit Building, 1 Republic Boulevard
WHEN Nov 10 to 12, 11am to 6pm on Friday and
Sunday, 11am to 7pm on Saturday
ADMISSION From $22
INFO affordableartfair.com/fairs/singapore

UBUD, Bali – Every year for the
past 20 years, thousands have
gathered in Bali’s cultural capital,
Ubud, for a few days to meet their
favourite authors, exchange views
on current affairs and experience a
destination writers festival that has
fast become one of the region’s
most important. 

It was no different in 2023 at the
20th edition of the Ubud Writers &
Readers Festival, which was held
from Oct 18 to 22. 

After a sweaty, intimate opening
ceremony held in the chiaroscuro
forecourt of the historic Ubud
Palace, more than 200 authors,
activists and journalists moderated
and participated in over 100 activ-
ities in a jam-packed five days.

Booker Prize winners Bernar-
dine Evaristo and Shehan Karuna-
tilaka, as well as International
Booker Prize recipient Geetanjali
Shree discussed their literary
careers.

Turn a corner and you might find
Pulitzer Prize winner Geraldine
Brooks deep in conversation with
Eka Kurniawan, the first Indone-
sian to be nominated for the Inter-
national Man Booker Prize.

Amid the higher-than-usual
temperatures in Bali, people clung
to every word of Indian climate
activist Vandana Shiva, who was
given a standing ovation and
mobbed by admirers after a panel
on ecofeminism.

Ahead of Singapore’s 26th Singa-
pore Writers Festival (SWF) in
November, here are some points of
comparison between the two
Asian festivals, while remembering
that they are very different beasts
in their overall setting and target
audience.

PLACE MATTERS – MOVE

SINGAPORE WRITERS FESTIVAL

OUT OF THE ARTS HOUSE?

When asked what distinguishes
SWF from Ubud’s event, Sri Lankan
author Karunatilaka says with a
laugh: “I mean, how do you

compete with Bali?”
The author of The Seven Moons

Of Maali Almeida, which won the
Booker Prize in 2022, is no strang-
er to Singapore. 

Until the Covid-19 pandemic, he
used to split his year between
working as a copywriter in adver-
tising in Singapore and writing in
Sri Lanka. In 2012, he was an
invited speaker at SWF, where he
talked about sports and South
Asian writing. 

The author, who was in Ubud
with his wife and two children,
recalls: “There was a lot happening
at SWF, but you don’t get a sense
that there was this quiet setting,
where connections can be made
with readers, where you can
exchange ideas.

“What really makes a festival is
having a common area where
people can interact. Otherwise, it
can feel like I’m going from the
hotel to an event then back to the
hotel or airport.”

As a destination festival, one of
the key selling points of the Ubud
Writers & Readers Festival is Bali’s
verdant nature and slow pace.

Panels took place in two cooled
and well-ventilated tents in a main
festival area, and in the second
floor of the nearby Indus restau-
rant, which boasts a high-vantage
terrace overlooking a forested
ridge. 

Book signings happened in an
open-air courtyard lined with
chairs and tables. The smaller
number of participants compared
with SWF keeps the Ubud festival a
relatively informal affair and, for
the most part, this space doubled
as a town square for participants to
mingle, eat and rest. 

Festival director Janet DeNeefe
has made sure this is all walled off
from the busy main road, with lit-
tle to remind participants of the
lives they might have to get back to. 

She says: “The key is to keep peo-
ple out of anywhere that feels bor-
ing and to create magical spaces.”

The Melbourne-born restaura-
teur tries to attend the festival in
Singapore, and praises the Repu-
blic for its “killer venues”, though
she also notes that The Arts House
and Victoria Theatre can still feel a
little corporate. 

“In Ubud, I’ve met people just
totally blown away by the fact that
they’ve been in an audience watch-

ing a writer and then suddenly, the
writer is next to them,” she says.
“We encourage the writers to hang
out. Ubud is not a big city. It’s just a
town, so the whole place is more
chill.”

Though it might be difficult to
imagine a similar enclave in
concrete jungle Singapore, there
are moments when the incongrui-
ty of current venues becomes
obvious – during discussions
about decolonisation, for instance,
or more practically, when the
narrow aisles of The Arts House
preclude gathering after sessions.

Mr Francis Lau, a master’s
student in creative writing at
Lasalle College of the Arts who
attended the Ubud festival,
suggests that SWF relook its tradi-
tional Civic District home ground.

The 52-year-old says: “If you are
holding it in a former parliamen-
tary house, there is a formality to it
and it’s an unconscious reminder
that there is protocol, that you may
not be free to speak.”

Inspired by a conversation with a
fellow writer, Mr Lau asks: “Is there
anything wrong with holding it in
restaurants? Or in the houses of
people who are willing to host
poetry reading sessions?

“I’m most impressed by how ideo-
logical or political discussions in
Ubud are. The artists here feel free
to speak their minds. It would be
really nice to see that back home.”

THE PITFALLS OF AN

INTERNATIONAL AUDIENCE 

Until recently, Australians and
other tourists from Britain, France
and the United States made up the
majority of the Ubud audience,
with festival director Ms DeNeefe’s
Australian connection and strong
international programming suc-
cessfully creating a greater aware-
ness of the festival outside South-
east Asia. 

In 2023, Indonesian participants
increased to form about half of the
roughly 15,000 people who took
part. This total is about a third of
the SWF’s more than 46,000
primarily Singaporean attendees
in 2022. 

But, for better or worse, white
voices still dominated in Ubud. To
retain foreign interest, many
panels were neither moderated by,
nor included, Indonesians.

Quite a number of the topics
were clearly directed outwards,
such as a shallow discussion of
Nusantara, Indonesia’s planned
future capital, scheduled to be in-
augurated in 2024 and replace Ja-
karta over time. 

Another panel on Indonesian art
grated when the moderator allo-
cated too much time to Dutch
lecturer Edwin Jurriens, instead of
allowing the audience to hear from
the two Indonesian art practitio-

ners present – young artist Lala
Bohang and printmaker Devy
Ferdianto. 

There was an exception in a
question-and-answer session by
former minister of religious affairs
Quraish Shihab. The discussion
attracted many young Indonesians
interested in topics such as the role
Islam can play in cultivating peace,
dating non-Muslims and whether
Indonesians might elect a non-
Muslim leader.

Lasalle creative writing student
Vanessa Chng, 28, says the lack of

engagement with local issues was
sometimes frustrating. 

“At the last SWF I attended, all
three panellists were Singaporean-
Malays and that perspective came
from somewhere very local. But at
the Ubud festival, you have panels
on decolonisation made up entire-
ly of foreign writers. So, whose
decolonisation are we referring
to?” she adds.

“In Ubud, it’s also more of a writ-
ers’ retreat, like we are going to do
some yoga and get some poetry
while doing it, and look at Indone-

sia to tick off some boxes. There
were programmes such as bird-
watching and ridge walks that
were not really part of the SWF
package. So there’s a lot of Bali in
what this festival is trying to sell.”

But for Indonesian writer Kur-
niawan (Beauty Is A Wound,
2002), the advantages outweigh
the costs. He was on several panels
that included esteemed authors
such as Evaristo and Brooks. 

An international mix of speakers
and audiences, says Kurniawan,
gives Indonesians access to a diver-

sity of voices that they might not
otherwise have, even if it might
seem like they are being eclipsed. 

A talk on reshaping the past, for
instance, takes in the perspectives
of Indigenous Australian author
Anita Heiss and Trinidad and To-
bago novelist Kevin Jared Hosein.
It had many audience members,
white and non-white, scrambling
for the world map. 

Kurniawan says: “A festival
should be diverse and not insular. I
would say it’s now about half Indo-
nesian and half not. What is more
important is that there is space for
young and emerging writers to be a
part of activities.”

This approach might be working.
More than 800 young writers in
Indonesia submitted their works in
2023 for the annual festival antho-
logy, a huge improvement from
when the festival used to have to
scour the country looking for inter-
ested writers. 

SWF in 2023 features many over-
seas speakers, from the returning
English author Jeanette Winterson
and Pulitzer Prize-winning novel-
ist Viet Thanh Nguyen to Nigerian
author Caleb Femi and third-wave
feminist writer Judith Butler. 

How they are put in conversation
with Singapore writers on local,
regional and international issues
should contribute to whether this
makes for a truly standout gather-
ing. 

TICKET PRICES AND THE AGE

FACTOR 

It is not until one looks at the as-
tronomical prices of the Ubud
Writers & Readers Festival that the
affordability of SWF becomes ap-
parent.

Four-day festival passes for Ubud
cost $43 for Indonesian students,
$107 for other Indonesians and a
whopping $426 for foreigners. 

In contrast, a two-week festival
pass for SWF is priced at $30. Early
bird-tickets bought before Thurs-
day are just $24. 

Young Indonesian writer Nuril
Basri, who tackles queer topics in
his autofiction and offbeat stories,
says: “I wouldn’t be able to attend
the Ubud festival if I weren’t invit-
ed to be a speaker.”

He points out that the writing
and publishing industry remains
elitist. Accessible writers festivals
are very important for young writ-
ers to reach new and younger read-
ers that might be more open to
challenging topics and have less
entrenched reading patterns.

“Attending festivals is as much a
part of the job for writers as writ-
ing,” he says. 

Jokingly, he adds: “At one point, I
couldn’t pay a translator I wanted.
What can I pay him with? With my
soul? But I don’t even have a soul
anymore.”

Young writers who impressed
attendees with their eloquence in-
clude Andre Dao, the Melbourne-
based Vietnamese author of Anam
(2023), who is still little known
outside of Australia; and American
Tanwi Nandini Islam, or Tanais,
whose message of using scent to
decolonise mindsets led to all her
books selling out on the second
day of the festival. 

Scottish poet Michael Pederson
also gained fans with his perfor-
mance of his verses in his collec-
tion Boy Friends (2022). The
tribute to his late friend included
details such as the seafood platter
they last ate together. 

By the time the bank had cleared
the transaction for the expensive
feast, his friend was no longer alive. 

Ms Steph Harmon, culture editor
of The Guardian Australia, who

moderated a panel, says Ubud’s
high ticket prices partially explain
the older demographic of partici-
pants, though festivals everywhere
are struggling to reach younger
readers. 

In Melbourne and Sydney, par-
ticipants also tend to be over the
age of 40. A good festival funda-
mentally lies in the “curation of the
talent and the programming of
ideas”, but more diverse audiences
can keep things interesting, she
says.

“You get different answers to
what you would get when you are
promoting a book in radio, inter-
views or in other ways. Beyond age,
just by coming to Bali, Australian
writers are suddenly opening
themselves up to a whole different
group of potential readers. If they
are getting the same audience in
the same circuits, with the same
moderators moderating them, it
can start to feel quite similar.”

SWF festival director Pooja
Nansi’s more diverse focus and
willingness to take authors popular
on TikTok seriously – such as
Chloe Gong and Dustin Thao in
2022 – have bucked this global
trend and kept the make-up of
SWF vibrant, even if some of this
also has to do with Singapore’s
greater focus on English education
after its founding. 

It is left to the diplomatic Shree
(Tomb Of Sand, 2018) to declare
that she “loves all writers’ festivals”
– from one in Mauritius that she
just attended, comprising 10 non-
Mauritius writers and 10 Mauritius
writers, to the chaotic hunger for
knowledge at the Jaipur Literature
Festival. 

“We are celebrating writers and
readers, books and literature, and
that is the richest and the most
humane and – I think – fun way for
everybody from anywhere to get
together and connect and resolve
differences,” she says.

“To debate, to talk about oppos-
ing views in a way that does not
translate into ugly wars and violent
hostilities. For me, that is an abso-
lutely great and necessary thing in
today’s world.” 

(Top) Book signings, such as one with International Booker Prize recipient
Geetanjali Shree, took place in an open-air courtyard at the Ubud Writers &
Readers Festival. (Above) The Singapore Writers Festival, on the other hand, is
held at The Arts House and Victoria Theatre, which can feel a little corporate.
PHOTOS: ST FILE, UBUD WRITERS & READERS FESTIVAL
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‘How do 
you compete 

with Bali?’
The recent Ubud Writers & Readers
Festival offers lessons the Singapore

Writers Festival can learn from, ranging
from venue choice to ticket pricing

SINGAPORE WRITERS

FESTIVAL 
.................................................
WHERE The Arts House and
other venues
WHEN Nov 17 to 26, various
timings
ADMISSION From $24 for an
early-bird Festival Pass
INFO singaporewriters
festival.com

(Above) The bookshop at the Ubud
Writers & Readers Festival. 
(Left) The festival’s opening gala was
held at the historic Ubud Palace.

UBUD, Bali – Singapore authors
and publishers formed a small
contingent at the Ubud Writers &
Readers Festival, including authors
Daryl Yam and Khir Johari, and two
representatives from comic book
publisher Difference Engine. 

The festival was held in the
cultural capital of Bali from Oct 18
to 22, and attracted some 15,000
participants. 

Yam was invited to be on a panel
on writing non-linear narratives,
while Khir was on a panel on
culinary heritage. They also came
together to host a special spice-
rich long table feast at restaurant
Casa Luna, taking paying guests on
a culinary voyage through the
Malay Archipelago. 

Yam, 32, sold all eight copies of
his novel Shantih Shantih Shantih
(2021) and several copies of his

Lovelier, Lonelier (2021) after his
panel on the final day of the
festival. 

“I’ve been a part of many mea-
ningful, intelligent and enriching
conversations, on and off stage.
Unlike the Singapore Writers Fes-
tival, where there’s always some fa-
miliarity with Sing Lit, overseas
festivals allow authors like me to
talk about our work in ways bound
to surprise and illuminate,” he says.

“It’s been utterly refreshing and
challenging for me to walk into a
room and realise that no one’s
heard of my work – but that they’re
all interested to hear what I have to
say nonetheless.”

Yam, who is also managing editor
of Sing Lit Station, adds that the
Ubud festival left him “starstruck
in a way I haven’t been in a long,
long time”, with Booker Prize

winners Bernardine Evaristo and
Shehan Karunatilaka, Pulitzer
Prize winner Geraldine Brooks and
Indonesian maestro Eka Kurnia-
wan in attendance. 

Yam says: “I was also shocked to
find that poet Hollie McNish had
attended my panel.”

Khir’s tome The Food Of Singa-
pore Malays, which won the top
prize at the Gourmand World
Cookbook Awards in 2023, was
often given pride of place at the
festival book store. 

The lovingly bound encyclo-
paedic book was the fruit of more
than 11 years of labour, and Khir, 59,
spoke with Cambodian chef Ros
Rotanak on a panel about the
importance of preserving lost
culinary traditions. 

“Each mother and grandmother
is a dictionary,” Khir says. “I was

most surprised to find that the
early Malay diet was essentially
pescatarian, yet now we have a
reputation of being unhealthy, that
we need to be told by the Govern-
ment how to eat.”

Independent publisher Differ-
ence Engine had a presence in
Ubud for the first time and
launched a book, Magical Sweet
Gula by Johanes Park and Jessica
Leman, at the festival. 

All 20 copies of the story about a
girl who possesses the power to
turn things into sweets were sold. 

Both its creators are Indonesian,
and it is part of Difference Engine’s
strategy to establish itself more
firmly in the rest of South-east
Asia. 

Magical Sweet Gula is the second
book by Indonesians that Differ-
ence Engine has published. The

other, Two Tails by Kifurai, was
also released in 2023. 

The publisher’s business devel-
opment manager Charlene Shep-
herdson says attending these over-
seas festivals are important for
publishers looking to expand their
footprint. 

“We are trying to hear a bit more
on the ground, what people are
talking about. It’s a way for us to
hear all-Indonesia panels, such as
one on regional languages in Indo-
nesian literature,” she says. 

She adds that Singapore Writers
Festival director Pooja Nansi has
done a great job, but “there’s not
much of that regional conversa-
tion”. 

Ms Shepherdson says: “Some-
times the only way we can have
that is to go to the actual country.” 

She adds that the connections

Book launch of Magical Sweet Gula by Johanes Park and Jessica Leman
at the Ubud Writers & Readers Festival. PHOTOS: UBUD WRITERS &
READERS FESTIVAL

Comic book publisher Difference Engine launches book, authors Daryl Yam and Khir Johari give talks

she makes on these trips have also
helped with Difference Engine’s
distribution. Its books are distrib-
uted in the Philippines – the
toughest test yet, given the quality
and saturation of comics in the
country. 

“Our next step is an open call for
authors for an anthology, hopefully
at the end of 2023, which will give
us the opportunity to reach out to
new creators,” says Ms Shepherd-
son. “Comics have the additional
benefit of transcending language a
bit more. People are familiar with
East Asia comics like manga but
have no idea about South-east Asia
ones. 

“We are interested in show-
casing this and we feel that
it’s just a matter of time be-
fore people turn their atten-
tion to this diverse region.”

Khir Johari (left) was on the panel on culinary
heritage, while Daryl Yam (above) was on the
panel on writing non-linear narratives.
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Affordable Art Fair returns with a bigger space and a
tightly curated list of 81 galleries, 14 of which are first-
timers.

Fair director Alan Koh says the curation is done by a
committee “made up of industry partners and our
team members from the global fair teams”. 

He adds: “We review the artist’s practical training,
education or mentors if they’re self-taught. For galler-
ies, we look at their background and how many exhi-
bitions they’ve done.”

Spread over 1,887 sq m, 2023’s 14th edition is slightly
bigger than 2022’s 1,750 sq m and 80 galleries. 

“We have more space, so each gallery can have a
bigger table. With that, you also get a better presenta-
tion,” says Mr Koh, 40.

Taking place at the F1 Pit Building from Nov 10 to 12,
the three-day art fair is an entry point for patrons
looking to buy their first art pieces from up-and-
coming and established galleries and artists.

Mr Koh says: “36 per cent of our galleries are local
and 64 per cent are international. I would say about 80
per cent are from Asia and 20 per cent are from the
rest of the world.”

Singapore and Hong Kong have the most newcomer
galleries, at six and four respectively.

Since the art fair began in Singapore 13 years ago, six
galleries – Gnani Arts, Astrid Dahl Studio Gallery,
Bruno Art Gallery, Quantum Contemporary Art,
Redsea Gallery and Utterly Art – have participated in
every edition, save for in 2020 and 2021 when the fair
was cancelled due to Covid-19 restrictions.

“If we have 100 galleries, which we had in 2013, it’s
great for revenue because we’re like landlords renting
out space. But we need to make sure these galleries
and artists do well too. In order to do that, we curated
81 galleries to see what the market’s reaction is,” says
Mr Koh. 

The upcoming fair may also be a good time to buy
big-ticket items such as art, ahead of the goods and
services tax (GST) hike from 8 to 9 per cent on Jan 1.

However, Mr Koh is not worried about patrons tight-
ening their purse strings after the GST hike.

“We are doing our best to bring in new visitors who
are buying their first piece of art with us. There have
been influxes of expats as well, but we still want our
returning visitors to support these galleries. As long as
we maintain the strategy of keeping the galleries
fresh, I think we will see a constant appetite for
buying art,” he says.

As the name implies, the fair focuses on bringing in
galleries and art collectives to sell their works at an
affordable price – 75 per cent of the artworks are
priced under $7,500, while the remaining pieces are
capped at $15,000. 

Mr Koh says: “People have the misconception that
art is very expensive, but real prices of $2,000 is
something we can afford. The fair breaks the barrier
of asking questions.”

A variety of art forms will be available, such as
sculptures, photography, paintings and limited-
edition prints. One artist to look out for is Singaporean
sculptor Victor Tan, who is blind.

Galleries of note include Singapore’s newly opened
Whitestone Gallery, Australian gallery Sarah Birtles
and Chinese gallery Cospace.

Home-grown art education company Art Wonder-
land, known for its family-friendly programmes, will
conduct role-playing and self-exploration activities
for children using puppets and lights. The creative
workshop is free, while the mini theatre show is $15.

Visual Arts Centre, the fair’s education partner, will
run complimentary and paid workshops for painting
and design, and donate the proceeds to official charity
partner Singapore Cancer Society. Paid workshop
prices begin at $35.

Affordable Art Fair began in London in 1999 and
arrived in Singapore in 2010. This is one of 10 inter-
national locations, and two more fairs in Shanghai and
Berlin are in the pipeline.

In 2022, the Singapore edition attracted 15,000 vis-
itors and enjoyed $4.5 million in sales, a unicorn year
marking the fair’s return after the Covid-19 pandemic.

Affordable Art Fair returns for its 14th year, bringing back galleries which have
participated since the beginning and new galleries from around the world.
PHOTO: AFFORDABLE ART FAIR

Affordable Art Fair
returns with 14
first-time galleries 

Charmaine Lim 

AFFORDABLE ART FAIR
.................................................................................
WHERE F1 Pit Building, 1 Republic Boulevard
WHEN Nov 10 to 12, 11am to 6pm on Friday and
Sunday, 11am to 7pm on Saturday
ADMISSION From $22
INFO affordableartfair.com/fairs/singapore

UBUD, Bali – Every year for the
past 20 years, thousands have
gathered in Bali’s cultural capital,
Ubud, for a few days to meet their
favourite authors, exchange views
on current affairs and experience a
destination writers festival that has
fast become one of the region’s
most important. 

It was no different in 2023 at the
20th edition of the Ubud Writers &
Readers Festival, which was held
from Oct 18 to 22. 

After a sweaty, intimate opening
ceremony held in the chiaroscuro
forecourt of the historic Ubud
Palace, more than 200 authors,
activists and journalists moderated
and participated in over 100 activ-
ities in a jam-packed five days.

Booker Prize winners Bernar-
dine Evaristo and Shehan Karuna-
tilaka, as well as International
Booker Prize recipient Geetanjali
Shree discussed their literary
careers.

Turn a corner and you might find
Pulitzer Prize winner Geraldine
Brooks deep in conversation with
Eka Kurniawan, the first Indone-
sian to be nominated for the Inter-
national Man Booker Prize.

Amid the higher-than-usual
temperatures in Bali, people clung
to every word of Indian climate
activist Vandana Shiva, who was
given a standing ovation and
mobbed by admirers after a panel
on ecofeminism.

Ahead of Singapore’s 26th Singa-
pore Writers Festival (SWF) in
November, here are some points of
comparison between the two
Asian festivals, while remembering
that they are very different beasts
in their overall setting and target
audience.

PLACE MATTERS – MOVE

SINGAPORE WRITERS FESTIVAL

OUT OF THE ARTS HOUSE?

When asked what distinguishes
SWF from Ubud’s event, Sri Lankan
author Karunatilaka says with a
laugh: “I mean, how do you

compete with Bali?”
The author of The Seven Moons

Of Maali Almeida, which won the
Booker Prize in 2022, is no strang-
er to Singapore. 

Until the Covid-19 pandemic, he
used to split his year between
working as a copywriter in adver-
tising in Singapore and writing in
Sri Lanka. In 2012, he was an
invited speaker at SWF, where he
talked about sports and South
Asian writing. 

The author, who was in Ubud
with his wife and two children,
recalls: “There was a lot happening
at SWF, but you don’t get a sense
that there was this quiet setting,
where connections can be made
with readers, where you can
exchange ideas.

“What really makes a festival is
having a common area where
people can interact. Otherwise, it
can feel like I’m going from the
hotel to an event then back to the
hotel or airport.”

As a destination festival, one of
the key selling points of the Ubud
Writers & Readers Festival is Bali’s
verdant nature and slow pace.

Panels took place in two cooled
and well-ventilated tents in a main
festival area, and in the second
floor of the nearby Indus restau-
rant, which boasts a high-vantage
terrace overlooking a forested
ridge. 

Book signings happened in an
open-air courtyard lined with
chairs and tables. The smaller
number of participants compared
with SWF keeps the Ubud festival a
relatively informal affair and, for
the most part, this space doubled
as a town square for participants to
mingle, eat and rest. 

Festival director Janet DeNeefe
has made sure this is all walled off
from the busy main road, with lit-
tle to remind participants of the
lives they might have to get back to. 

She says: “The key is to keep peo-
ple out of anywhere that feels bor-
ing and to create magical spaces.”

The Melbourne-born restaura-
teur tries to attend the festival in
Singapore, and praises the Repu-
blic for its “killer venues”, though
she also notes that The Arts House
and Victoria Theatre can still feel a
little corporate. 

“In Ubud, I’ve met people just
totally blown away by the fact that
they’ve been in an audience watch-

ing a writer and then suddenly, the
writer is next to them,” she says.
“We encourage the writers to hang
out. Ubud is not a big city. It’s just a
town, so the whole place is more
chill.”

Though it might be difficult to
imagine a similar enclave in
concrete jungle Singapore, there
are moments when the incongrui-
ty of current venues becomes
obvious – during discussions
about decolonisation, for instance,
or more practically, when the
narrow aisles of The Arts House
preclude gathering after sessions.

Mr Francis Lau, a master’s
student in creative writing at
Lasalle College of the Arts who
attended the Ubud festival,
suggests that SWF relook its tradi-
tional Civic District home ground.

The 52-year-old says: “If you are
holding it in a former parliamen-
tary house, there is a formality to it
and it’s an unconscious reminder
that there is protocol, that you may
not be free to speak.”

Inspired by a conversation with a
fellow writer, Mr Lau asks: “Is there
anything wrong with holding it in
restaurants? Or in the houses of
people who are willing to host
poetry reading sessions?

“I’m most impressed by how ideo-
logical or political discussions in
Ubud are. The artists here feel free
to speak their minds. It would be
really nice to see that back home.”

THE PITFALLS OF AN

INTERNATIONAL AUDIENCE 

Until recently, Australians and
other tourists from Britain, France
and the United States made up the
majority of the Ubud audience,
with festival director Ms DeNeefe’s
Australian connection and strong
international programming suc-
cessfully creating a greater aware-
ness of the festival outside South-
east Asia. 

In 2023, Indonesian participants
increased to form about half of the
roughly 15,000 people who took
part. This total is about a third of
the SWF’s more than 46,000
primarily Singaporean attendees
in 2022. 

But, for better or worse, white
voices still dominated in Ubud. To
retain foreign interest, many
panels were neither moderated by,
nor included, Indonesians.

Quite a number of the topics
were clearly directed outwards,
such as a shallow discussion of
Nusantara, Indonesia’s planned
future capital, scheduled to be in-
augurated in 2024 and replace Ja-
karta over time. 

Another panel on Indonesian art
grated when the moderator allo-
cated too much time to Dutch
lecturer Edwin Jurriens, instead of
allowing the audience to hear from
the two Indonesian art practitio-

ners present – young artist Lala
Bohang and printmaker Devy
Ferdianto. 

There was an exception in a
question-and-answer session by
former minister of religious affairs
Quraish Shihab. The discussion
attracted many young Indonesians
interested in topics such as the role
Islam can play in cultivating peace,
dating non-Muslims and whether
Indonesians might elect a non-
Muslim leader.

Lasalle creative writing student
Vanessa Chng, 28, says the lack of

engagement with local issues was
sometimes frustrating. 

“At the last SWF I attended, all
three panellists were Singaporean-
Malays and that perspective came
from somewhere very local. But at
the Ubud festival, you have panels
on decolonisation made up entire-
ly of foreign writers. So, whose
decolonisation are we referring
to?” she adds.

“In Ubud, it’s also more of a writ-
ers’ retreat, like we are going to do
some yoga and get some poetry
while doing it, and look at Indone-

sia to tick off some boxes. There
were programmes such as bird-
watching and ridge walks that
were not really part of the SWF
package. So there’s a lot of Bali in
what this festival is trying to sell.”

But for Indonesian writer Kur-
niawan (Beauty Is A Wound,
2002), the advantages outweigh
the costs. He was on several panels
that included esteemed authors
such as Evaristo and Brooks. 

An international mix of speakers
and audiences, says Kurniawan,
gives Indonesians access to a diver-

sity of voices that they might not
otherwise have, even if it might
seem like they are being eclipsed. 

A talk on reshaping the past, for
instance, takes in the perspectives
of Indigenous Australian author
Anita Heiss and Trinidad and To-
bago novelist Kevin Jared Hosein.
It had many audience members,
white and non-white, scrambling
for the world map. 

Kurniawan says: “A festival
should be diverse and not insular. I
would say it’s now about half Indo-
nesian and half not. What is more
important is that there is space for
young and emerging writers to be a
part of activities.”

This approach might be working.
More than 800 young writers in
Indonesia submitted their works in
2023 for the annual festival antho-
logy, a huge improvement from
when the festival used to have to
scour the country looking for inter-
ested writers. 

SWF in 2023 features many over-
seas speakers, from the returning
English author Jeanette Winterson
and Pulitzer Prize-winning novel-
ist Viet Thanh Nguyen to Nigerian
author Caleb Femi and third-wave
feminist writer Judith Butler. 

How they are put in conversation
with Singapore writers on local,
regional and international issues
should contribute to whether this
makes for a truly standout gather-
ing. 

TICKET PRICES AND THE AGE

FACTOR 

It is not until one looks at the as-
tronomical prices of the Ubud
Writers & Readers Festival that the
affordability of SWF becomes ap-
parent.

Four-day festival passes for Ubud
cost $43 for Indonesian students,
$107 for other Indonesians and a
whopping $426 for foreigners. 

In contrast, a two-week festival
pass for SWF is priced at $30. Early
bird-tickets bought before Thurs-
day are just $24. 

Young Indonesian writer Nuril
Basri, who tackles queer topics in
his autofiction and offbeat stories,
says: “I wouldn’t be able to attend
the Ubud festival if I weren’t invit-
ed to be a speaker.”

He points out that the writing
and publishing industry remains
elitist. Accessible writers festivals
are very important for young writ-
ers to reach new and younger read-
ers that might be more open to
challenging topics and have less
entrenched reading patterns.

“Attending festivals is as much a
part of the job for writers as writ-
ing,” he says. 

Jokingly, he adds: “At one point, I
couldn’t pay a translator I wanted.
What can I pay him with? With my
soul? But I don’t even have a soul
anymore.”

Young writers who impressed
attendees with their eloquence in-
clude Andre Dao, the Melbourne-
based Vietnamese author of Anam
(2023), who is still little known
outside of Australia; and American
Tanwi Nandini Islam, or Tanais,
whose message of using scent to
decolonise mindsets led to all her
books selling out on the second
day of the festival. 

Scottish poet Michael Pederson
also gained fans with his perfor-
mance of his verses in his collec-
tion Boy Friends (2022). The
tribute to his late friend included
details such as the seafood platter
they last ate together. 

By the time the bank had cleared
the transaction for the expensive
feast, his friend was no longer alive. 

Ms Steph Harmon, culture editor
of The Guardian Australia, who

moderated a panel, says Ubud’s
high ticket prices partially explain
the older demographic of partici-
pants, though festivals everywhere
are struggling to reach younger
readers. 

In Melbourne and Sydney, par-
ticipants also tend to be over the
age of 40. A good festival funda-
mentally lies in the “curation of the
talent and the programming of
ideas”, but more diverse audiences
can keep things interesting, she
says.

“You get different answers to
what you would get when you are
promoting a book in radio, inter-
views or in other ways. Beyond age,
just by coming to Bali, Australian
writers are suddenly opening
themselves up to a whole different
group of potential readers. If they
are getting the same audience in
the same circuits, with the same
moderators moderating them, it
can start to feel quite similar.”

SWF festival director Pooja
Nansi’s more diverse focus and
willingness to take authors popular
on TikTok seriously – such as
Chloe Gong and Dustin Thao in
2022 – have bucked this global
trend and kept the make-up of
SWF vibrant, even if some of this
also has to do with Singapore’s
greater focus on English education
after its founding. 

It is left to the diplomatic Shree
(Tomb Of Sand, 2018) to declare
that she “loves all writers’ festivals”
– from one in Mauritius that she
just attended, comprising 10 non-
Mauritius writers and 10 Mauritius
writers, to the chaotic hunger for
knowledge at the Jaipur Literature
Festival. 

“We are celebrating writers and
readers, books and literature, and
that is the richest and the most
humane and – I think – fun way for
everybody from anywhere to get
together and connect and resolve
differences,” she says.

“To debate, to talk about oppos-
ing views in a way that does not
translate into ugly wars and violent
hostilities. For me, that is an abso-
lutely great and necessary thing in
today’s world.” 

(Top) Book signings, such as one with International Booker Prize recipient
Geetanjali Shree, took place in an open-air courtyard at the Ubud Writers &
Readers Festival. (Above) The Singapore Writers Festival, on the other hand, is
held at The Arts House and Victoria Theatre, which can feel a little corporate.
PHOTOS: ST FILE, UBUD WRITERS & READERS FESTIVAL
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‘How do 
you compete 

with Bali?’
The recent Ubud Writers & Readers
Festival offers lessons the Singapore

Writers Festival can learn from, ranging
from venue choice to ticket pricing
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(Above) The bookshop at the Ubud
Writers & Readers Festival. 
(Left) The festival’s opening gala was
held at the historic Ubud Palace.

UBUD, Bali – Singapore authors
and publishers formed a small
contingent at the Ubud Writers &
Readers Festival, including authors
Daryl Yam and Khir Johari, and two
representatives from comic book
publisher Difference Engine. 

The festival was held in the
cultural capital of Bali from Oct 18
to 22, and attracted some 15,000
participants. 

Yam was invited to be on a panel
on writing non-linear narratives,
while Khir was on a panel on
culinary heritage. They also came
together to host a special spice-
rich long table feast at restaurant
Casa Luna, taking paying guests on
a culinary voyage through the
Malay Archipelago. 

Yam, 32, sold all eight copies of
his novel Shantih Shantih Shantih
(2021) and several copies of his

Lovelier, Lonelier (2021) after his
panel on the final day of the
festival. 

“I’ve been a part of many mea-
ningful, intelligent and enriching
conversations, on and off stage.
Unlike the Singapore Writers Fes-
tival, where there’s always some fa-
miliarity with Sing Lit, overseas
festivals allow authors like me to
talk about our work in ways bound
to surprise and illuminate,” he says.

“It’s been utterly refreshing and
challenging for me to walk into a
room and realise that no one’s
heard of my work – but that they’re
all interested to hear what I have to
say nonetheless.”

Yam, who is also managing editor
of Sing Lit Station, adds that the
Ubud festival left him “starstruck
in a way I haven’t been in a long,
long time”, with Booker Prize

winners Bernardine Evaristo and
Shehan Karunatilaka, Pulitzer
Prize winner Geraldine Brooks and
Indonesian maestro Eka Kurnia-
wan in attendance. 

Yam says: “I was also shocked to
find that poet Hollie McNish had
attended my panel.”

Khir’s tome The Food Of Singa-
pore Malays, which won the top
prize at the Gourmand World
Cookbook Awards in 2023, was
often given pride of place at the
festival book store. 

The lovingly bound encyclo-
paedic book was the fruit of more
than 11 years of labour, and Khir, 59,
spoke with Cambodian chef Ros
Rotanak on a panel about the
importance of preserving lost
culinary traditions. 

“Each mother and grandmother
is a dictionary,” Khir says. “I was

most surprised to find that the
early Malay diet was essentially
pescatarian, yet now we have a
reputation of being unhealthy, that
we need to be told by the Govern-
ment how to eat.”

Independent publisher Differ-
ence Engine had a presence in
Ubud for the first time and
launched a book, Magical Sweet
Gula by Johanes Park and Jessica
Leman, at the festival. 

All 20 copies of the story about a
girl who possesses the power to
turn things into sweets were sold. 

Both its creators are Indonesian,
and it is part of Difference Engine’s
strategy to establish itself more
firmly in the rest of South-east
Asia. 

Magical Sweet Gula is the second
book by Indonesians that Differ-
ence Engine has published. The

other, Two Tails by Kifurai, was
also released in 2023. 

The publisher’s business devel-
opment manager Charlene Shep-
herdson says attending these over-
seas festivals are important for
publishers looking to expand their
footprint. 

“We are trying to hear a bit more
on the ground, what people are
talking about. It’s a way for us to
hear all-Indonesia panels, such as
one on regional languages in Indo-
nesian literature,” she says. 

She adds that Singapore Writers
Festival director Pooja Nansi has
done a great job, but “there’s not
much of that regional conversa-
tion”. 

Ms Shepherdson says: “Some-
times the only way we can have
that is to go to the actual country.” 

She adds that the connections

Book launch of Magical Sweet Gula by Johanes Park and Jessica Leman
at the Ubud Writers & Readers Festival. PHOTOS: UBUD WRITERS &
READERS FESTIVAL

Comic book publisher Difference Engine launches book, authors Daryl Yam and Khir Johari give talks

she makes on these trips have also
helped with Difference Engine’s
distribution. Its books are distrib-
uted in the Philippines – the
toughest test yet, given the quality
and saturation of comics in the
country. 

“Our next step is an open call for
authors for an anthology, hopefully
at the end of 2023, which will give
us the opportunity to reach out to
new creators,” says Ms Shepherd-
son. “Comics have the additional
benefit of transcending language a
bit more. People are familiar with
East Asia comics like manga but
have no idea about South-east Asia
ones. 

“We are interested in show-
casing this and we feel that
it’s just a matter of time be-
fore people turn their atten-
tion to this diverse region.”

Khir Johari (left) was on the panel on culinary
heritage, while Daryl Yam (above) was on the
panel on writing non-linear narratives.


